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You have many choices on  for Virus and Malware removal. You can buy 100+ page books and

spend hours going over the information or you can get this under 30 page book with screenshots so

you can easily clean and remove most computer infections in about an hour or less. The choice is

clear, this easy to follow guide will turn your almost unusable computer back to how fast it was when

you first got it!William Scott has been working as a Systems and Network Engineer for the majority

of his 21 year career and is a Microsoft Certified Systems Engineer (MCSE), Microsoft Certified

Systems Administrator (MCSA) and a Microsoft Small Business Specialist. He has seen and dealt

with many problems in the computer world and the one issue that has never gone away is dealing

with Viruses and Malware. Sure you can take your system to some geek like William and he will

remove the garbage off your system, but it will cost you. He's written this guide so that any

computer user from novice to power user can use the information contained in these pages to

successfully remove and keep their Windows computer free of Virus and Malware infections.Please

remember to review this book!
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Been working on computers since they had vacuum tubes. Always take time to keep up on



information, I already use some of the tools in this booklet but I did pick up a couple of others that I

will down load and try!

A simple, 29 page book, on virus and malware removal. Folks, there is nothing fancy here. The

author simply provides common sense guidance (with references and links) so you can check your

own system with free or trial software. I look forward to the author's update for Windows 10.

Don't know how many times I could have used this quick guide.Face it. If you've got a computer,

you're going to get a virus, pop-up ads, or some similar malady. It's just the nature of the beast.This

guide is short - just 27 pages. It is easy to read. More importantly, it gives you specific information

you need to remove viruses and malware from your computer. The links take you to free trial

versions of your software, so you can fix your computer for free, or on the cheap.The other thing I

like is the book walks you step by step through the process. Try this first, if that doesn't work, here is

a more powerful tool.I should mention, I downloaded the book when it was free, but even at the

$2.99 cover price it's a great value.

I used this to clean up my home pc ( windows 7). I found it to be informative and useful for windows

7 and earlier not sure it will be useful if you have Win 8 or newer they are not mentioned even in this

version. If your system is Win 7 or earlier I do recommend this book.

I hate it - is what a 1 star means.Good luck removing any virus with this guide. Only a list of links is

provided with a few words as of what they do and nothing else...one of those tools is "Fix it" yes

Microsoft's "Fix it"... and of course "most computers you buy today either have a recovery partition

or came with recovery discs"

I had to approach this review understanding the targeted audience for this book. I need something

much more advanced, but in all honesty this is an excellent read for beginners. Worth the money.

This book helped me out a lot, it fixed all of my problems.

Great book. I'm a big gender trying to get into the IT business and currently working on my ComTIA

A+ and I haven't read anything like this! Good book I defiantly recommend it!
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